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Abstract
This paper presents a tempo extraction algorithm for raw,
polyphonic audio recordings, assuming that music meter and
tempo remain constant throughout the recording. The method
was submitted at MIREX 2006, in the context of the Audio
Tempo Extraction evaluation task. Our approach is based on
the self-similarity analysis of the audio recording and does
not assume the presence of percussive instruments. In order
to account for the contest’s requirements, which emphasizes
on perceptual tempo tracking, the proposed method returns
two tempi, ranging from 40bpm to 320bpm, along with their
relative strength.
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1. Description of the Algorithm
1.1. Feature Extraction

The proposed algorithm is a variant of previously published
work by the authors ([1]). At a first step, each raw audio
recording is divided into overlapping long-term segments,
each of which has a duration equal to6 seconds (long-term
step has been set equal to0.5 seconds). For each long-term
segment, a short-term moving window generates a sequence
of feature vectors. Approximate values for the length of
the short term window and overlap between successive win-
dows are100ms and95ms respectively. The adopted feature
is similar with the standard MFCCs, however the filter bank
consists of overlapping triangular filters, whose center fre-
quencies align with the chromatic scale of tones (starting
from 110Hz and reaching up to approximately7KHz).

LetF = {f1, f2, . . . , fN}, be the feature sequence that is
extracted from a long-term segment. Sequence F serves as
the basis to calculate the Self Similarity Matrix (SSM) of the
segment, using the Euclidean function as a distance metric.
Since the SSM is symmetric around the main diagonal, in
the sequel it suffices to focus on its lower triangle.

At a next step, the mean value of each diagonal of the
SSM is calculated. IfBk stands for the mean value of the
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kth diagonal, then:

Bk =
1

N − k

N∑

l=k

||fl, fl−k||

whereN − k is the length of thek-th diagonal and||.|| is
the Euclidean distance function. In the sequel, we will refer
to the k-th diagonal as thek-th lag. If B is treated as a
function of k, then its plot againstk exhibits certain local
minima (valleys) for a number ofks. Each valley can be
interpreted as corresponding to a periodicity, that is inherent
in the long-term segment being examined. In addition, the
difference of lags between any two valleys can also reveal
inherent periodicities.

1.2. Tempo Estimation
Our method is based on the assumption that the perceived
tempi correspond to periodicities that appear as valleys of
B. In order to extract a pair of dominant periodicities (i.e.,
two perceived tempi), each long-term segment is processed
as follows:

1. All “dominant” valleys ofB are detected. A valley is
considered to be “dominant” if it is the deepest one in
a neighborhood of lags. The width of the neighbor-
hood is a predefined constant. The lags of detected
valleys are sorted in ascending order and the differ-
ence of lags between successive valleys is calculated.
All differences are placed in a histogram. This his-
togram exhibits peaks at certain values.

2. In the sequel, the width of the neighborhood for cal-
culating dominance is increased and all dominant val-
leys are again detected for this new width. The differ-
ences of lags of detected valleys are placed in a new
histogram.

3. The peaks of the above two histograms are then de-
tected and all possible pairs of lags corresponding to
these peaks are formed. The ratio of lags in each pair
is then examined in order to decide whether it approx-
imates sufficiently one of the following music meter
ratios, namely:{ 3
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depending on the value of the lag of the first compo-
nent of the pair under consideration. The best pair
is selected by also taking into account the height of



peaks corresponding to the lags of the pair in the re-
spective histograms.

The above procedure yields one pair of lags per long-term
segment. At a final stage the lags appearing in all winner-
pairs are again placed in a histogram. This last histogram
exhibits certain peaks. These peaks are examined in pairs
and the procedure of step 3 is repeated to yield a winning
pair. The two lags of this pair are returned by the algorithm
as the two most dominant periodicities (perceived tempi).

The proposed method took the 6th place in the MIREX-
2006 tempo extraction contest. The performance of the al-
gorithm is summarized in Table 1. The method was imple-
mented in Matlab (v7.0) and was cross-compiled to generate
the submitted executable.

At least one tempo Both tempi P-score
correct correct
84.29% 47.86% 0.669

(5th place) (3d place) (6th place)

Table 1. Performance of the proposed method
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